INTRODUCTION

– a good reason
to celebrate
The Australian dairy industry owes a huge debt of gratitude to the
pioneers and original shareholders who had the foresight 60 years ago to
establish an AI breeding organisation, the co-op now known as Genetics
Australia.

GA Board Chairman at home on his farm at
Tinamba, East Gippsland Vic.

T

heir boldness in committing to
the concept in an era when
artificial insemination was new
technology remains awe-inspiring.

That vision has culminated in the
development of today’s world-class
Australian cow. By using the best
genetics and best bulls internationally
and domestically, we’ve created
a cow that is well suited to our
production systems with an ability
to be long lasting whilst producing
large volumes of milk with high
components. We are very grateful to
our dedicated breeders for supplying
locally bred world class genetics
to Genetics Australia and to the
countless commercial dairy farmers
willing to use the local ‘testing’ bulls
in their herds
Today our best cows and bulls can
rightly stand alongside the best in the
world and our world class ABV system
reflects that.
Genetics
Australia
and
its
predecessor the Victorian Artificial
Breeders Cooperative [VAB] - has
been the largest developer of
Australian bred genetics and has
invested millions of dollars into
ensuring Australia had a viable local
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breeding program. Our shareholders
should be very proud of the history
and the contribution the cooperative
has made to the Australian dairy
industry.
With nearly 1,200 very committed
shareholders, and many more
customers, the co-op remains a
strong force. Thanks to our previous
boards, management and staff we
have a very solid asset base with a
bright future.

It is an exciting time to be involved in
Genetics Australia.
Since joining the Board in 2010 and
especially since becoming Chairman
two years ago, I have felt incredibly
grateful
that
our
wonderfully
dedicated, very competent and
professional staff past and present
who make such a positive contribution
to Australian dairyfarmers.
While celebrating this significant 60th
milestone, we look forward to further
decades of success and positive
contribution to the Australian farming
community.
In this publication we have briefly
touched on some of the people
and
organisations
that
have
contributed to the cooperative to
make it what it is today. Many more
have made significant contributions,
from past and current directors,
staff, breeders, shareholders and
industry organisation, too many to
mention. We thank those who have
contributed to the cooperative for
the past 60 years. Some are long
retired and some are sadly are no
longer with us but their contribution
has been a positive part of our rich
60 history.
We look forward to the future with a
great deal of enthusiasm and promise
our current directors and staff are
as committed to helping Australia
continue to breed world-class cows
as were the pioneers of our industry
60 years ago.

In recent years the dairy industry
has experienced some tough times
but with the right stimulus from world
markets, we will expand again. We
have been through peaks and
troughs in the past and will no
doubt experience more in years
to come.
As the industry expands, we will
continue providing world class
genetics to breed the best and
most profitable cows for our
shareholders and customers.
We’re also expanding our
international markets and
receiving great reports on
the progeny of our bulls from
places like South Africa, New Zealand
and Latin America.

Trevor Henry, with a SHOTIME daughter in 1999
(photo: Jane Steel)

OUR COMPANY

A rich history
In 1958 Robert Menzies was
Australia’s Prime Minster, Henry
Bolte was Victoria’s Premier, Elvis
Presley was the reigning king of
rock and Marlon Brando was the
Wild One.

T

he times were a-changing. The
conservative 50s were giving way
to a cultural and technological
revolution. New technology was
bringing television into our homes,
sending rockets into orbit and the first
microchip and computer programs
were being devised.
Farmers were starting to see the
benefits
of
these
developing
technologies.
By this time artificial breeding had
been around in Australia for a
decade and commercial use of
artificial insemination had existed
since 1937.
The first AI co-operative was
established in Denmark in 1933 and
by the end of that decade the
United States had made significant
developments in cattle AI. In 1949
English researchers demonstrated the
viable deep freezing of cattle semen.
Australia was also discovering the
benefits of artificial breeding (AB). In
Victoria a pilot AI unit using chilled
semen was established in 1945 by
the Department of Agriculture at the
State Research Farm at Werribee.
The work of the Victorian Department
of Agriculture was instrumental in
establishing an AI industry in Australia,
and the former chief veterinarian Dr
David Wishart was a key influence in
starting AI in Victoria in the 1940s.
The Werribee research farm had
been established in 1939 and as
early as 1942 Dr Wishart had started
a breeding program for dairy cattle
using AI. Dr Wishart spent nine months
touring overseas animal husbandry
research centres which led to a
strategic plan for developing animal
husbandry and production research
in Victoria.

left: Dr David Wishart, Victorian Chief Veterinarian was instrumental in developing animal
husbandry and production research in Victoria in the 1940s and 50s. right: Sir John Reid was the first
Chairman of the cooperative. He remained on the Board for 17 years.

A commercial AB unit started at
Timboon in 1948 and another at
Tatura the following year. They were
self-contained, owned their own
bulls and did all their own collecting,
processing
and
inseminating.
However, they were not financially
viable and were closed by the end
of 1949.
Despite these setbacks, insemination
groups recognised the need for
a concerted effort to expand the
technology and established the
Artificial Breeding Association (ABA)
to negotiate with the Department.
In 1956 it was realised that demand
for semen would grow beyond
the Department of Agriculture’s
production capacity and it was
proposed that the industry set up a
co-operative.

OUR FOUNDATIONS

On July 17, 1958 a meeting at the
State Research Farm at Werribee
marked the start of what was to
become the Victorian Artificial
Breeders Co-operative Society Ltd
and ultimately Genetics Australia.
Interest in the meeting was huge,
drawing hundreds of people. The
chairman of the meeting was Mr R.

M. Noble. Also in attendance were
Mr F. M. Reid (Deputy Director of
Agriculture), Dr D. S. Wishart (Senior
Veterinary Research Officer), and
more than 250 interested people.
Dr. Wishart outlined the advantages
of registering as a Co-operative
Society. Mr Reid told the meeting the
Government had agreed to provide
a grant of £2000 once support for
the suggested co-operative was
evident. The following minute was
then recorded: It was further resolved
on the motion of Mr H. J. Roberts,
seconded by Mr J. Gardiner that in
order to promote A.B. in Victoria a
co-operative society be formed for
the establishment and operation of
a bull farm and semen distributing
centre.
The proposed rules were read and
adopted. Capital would be raised
by issuing $2 shares. The minimum
subscription would be five shares
and the maximum 1000 shares per
member.
Nominations were then called for
members to form the first Board,
designated by the rules to consist of
seven members. Such was the interest
that there were more nominations
than positions, necessitating a ballot.
Messrs. J. D. Gardiner, W.R. Selzer, J.
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after the establishment of VAB and
cow numbers increased rapidly.
In 1956 only 8000 cows had been
inseminated in Victoria. By the time
operations started at Parwan Park
in 1961 that number had increased
ninefold.
When the first semen was produced
at Parwan Park in 1961, there were 70
bulls on the property.
Office manager from 1960 and later
commercial manager and CEO, Brian
Mayne, recalls that not all farmers
were convinced about the merits of
AI in those early years.

1st Share Certificate held by Sir John Reid.

T. Reid, H. L. Martin, M. Noble, C. H.
Chamberlain and J. Peach were
elected, and so the Victorian Artificial
Breeders
Co-operative
Society
Limited (VAB) was formed.
The original chairman was J.T (John)
Reid, also known as Jock, who hailed
from a business background as
manager of the James Hardie group
and had a small dairy farm in the
Dandenongs. He remained chairman
until 1971 and after a break of two
years returned for another four year
stint.
He was highly regarded for his
contribution to the industry, with
some suggesting VAB wouldn’t
have evolved as it did without the
influence of `Jock’ and his ability to
source funds.

some
conservative
reservations
about AI and a lack of funds in the
early years.
A significant step forward in VAB’s
development happened in 1959
with the purchase of Parwan Park,
five kilometres outside of Bacchus
Marsh, to establish a cattle breeding
property. The 246-acre property had
148 acres under irrigation. Building
works on the property started in
November 1960, including an on-site
laboratory.
Farmers showed renewed interest
and confidence in artificial breeding

“When it started there wasn’t a big
demand,” Brian said. “Farmers didn’t
believe it could work; that you could
take semen from a bull, dilute it and
then freeze it, keep it frozen at minus
196 and then take it onto his farm,
thaw it out and put it in his cow and
she’d conceive. It was pretty hard for
some to believe at the time.
“The stud breeders who were selling
bulls to the commercial farms
saw that as competition and they
knocked it as well.”
Farmers were soon changing their
minds when they saw the positive
result.
“We would show them records and
photos of calves to prove it was
working,” Brian said. “It was a matter
of nibbling away at it. It was a fairly

The Victorian Artificial Breeders’
Co-operative Society was officially
registered in July 1958. Its original
registered office was at 422 Collins
Street, Melbourne, the office of T.N.D.
Stevens, chartered accountant.

SURGE OF INTEREST

Original Board member John Peach,
speaking during 50th anniversary
celebrations,
said
there
was
widespread enthusiasm for the plan
during the formation. “We felt this was
going to be something big,” he said.
His predictions proved to be spot on,
and it didn’t take long for the new
co-operative to hit its stride, despite
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Early Staff Photo. Brian Mayne (2nd from left), Dr. Jack Arnott (centre) and
Peter Prime(3rd from right) were long term employees of the cooperative.

intensive effort by farmers to use
AI when their neighbours would be
knocking them, saying `what the
hell are you doing that for, you can’t
beat my bull’. That was slowing the
acceptance rate.”

OFFICIAL OPENING
The VAB formally announced itself
to the world with an official opening
and property inspection of Parwan
Park on April 2, 3 and 4, 1962.
About 400 visitors, including farmers,
breeders, government and industry
leaders, attended to witness Victorian
Premier Henry Bolte conduct the
official opening at 3pm on April 2 and
the crowds continued the following
two days when the property and new
laboratory were open for inspection.

By this time the co-operative had
11 staff members; general manager
W.J. Arnott, assistant to the general
manager I. A. Frost, office manager
B.A. Mayne, office staff J.T. Southwell,
Miss J.A. Sloane, farm foreman G.L.
Hunt, laboratory staff P.H. Prime, Mrs
E. Lilburne, farm staff J.K. Anderson,
R.J. Stapleton and executive officer
to assist in formation of new units C.H.
Chamberlain.
T.N.D.
Stevens
remained
secretary, based in Melbourne.

the

The directors were J.T. Reid, J.D.
Gardiner, G.A. Forsyth, I.R. Hayes, R.
M. Noble, J.R. Peach and W.R. Selzer.
Calling itself a bull farm and semen
production centre, the VAB at the
time had about 4000 shareholders
holding 300,000 shares.

PROGENY TESTING STARTS

By 1960 progeny testing had started,
with records being kept in an exercise
book.
There was a requirement by the
Department of Agriculture that VAB
couldn’t put a bull into AI unless it was
registered with the herd book.
From the start, VAB was producing
many of the Australian dairy industry’s
leading bulls. The progeny test
program was a key to this success.
In those early years bulls (primarily
Jerseys) were selected from the best
studs in Victoria.
Understandably, very few were
sired by AI. A basic breeding
value
estimation
system
was
used. (see article “Breeding Value
Advancements” on page 22).

Copy of VAB Open Day Program, April 1962
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Dr. Jack Arnott was the first General
Manager at VAB coming from the Victorian
Agriculture.

A lot of smaller AI co-operatives were
formed at places like Rochester,
Kyabram, Colac and across the state
to purchase semen. The regional
centres employed inseminators and
took product sold by VAB.

the following year marked the
introduction of the commercial use of
straws. By early 1974 mini straws had
been widely adopted making VAB
one of the first AB centres in the world
to process solely using mini straws.

During this period the evaluation of
sires for traits other than production
was introduced. “They’d only looked
at production in the past but if you
get shocking udders you couldn’t
get milk out of them,” Brian Mayne
recalled.

During the 1970s semen became
available from the UK and Canada.
Although
USA
semen
wasn’t
available, some Canadian bulls had
US sires. Selection methods remained
the same for more than 20 years but
efficiency improved as more and
more AI animals appeared in the
pedigrees of the progeny test bulls.
Canadian semen was used in the
breeding program with some success
as breeders embraced this new
source of genetics.

Expansion of VAB into a national
semen marketing organisation and
the adoption of new technology
and equipment in semen production,
processing and storage and the
development of a testing centre for
bulls, a partnership agreement with
the Tasmanian Dairy Industry Authority
and the introduction of shareholder
discounts were some of the other
advances during this period.
VAB adopted a simple business
philosophy that it would benefit dairy
farmers and their families through
reliable, proven products and
services at affordable prices.
The co-operative was also keen to
push to a national market, realising its
attempts to sell insemination wasn’t
limited by state boundaries.

Brian Mayne became CEO in 1978 after
starting as Office Manager when he
cooperative started.

During the 1960s technical advances
adopted by VAB kept it at the forefront
of the burgeoning AI industry. In 1965
liquid nitrogen was used for the first
time to cryogenically store semen.
In 1968 French semen straws were
tested in field experiments and

The VAB property and building and bull accommodation was established
and an Open Day held in 1962.
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Brian Mayne explains that importing
semen was driven by farmer demand.
“It was because farmers travel and
when they travel they like to see
cows. They’d come back and say
get in touch with so-and-so, they’ve
got some pretty good bulls.”
The imports were strictly regulated.
“You can’t just go out and bring a
product into Australia that hasn’t
been through rigorous production
safeguards
imposed
by
the
Department of Agriculture,” Brian
said. “There had to be certain
standards imposed on the health
of the donor animal and on the
genetics.”
The
respective
agricultural
departments in those countries were
the principle centres for collection
and processing of semen.

THE ABV REVOLUTION

This led to semen coming in from
New Zealand in bulk around the
early 1970s and reprocessed in the
VAB laboratory and sold as unchilled
semen.

The Australian Breeding Value (ABV)
system was introduced in the early
1980s. ABVs were first published in
1983 and improved the accuracy of
the evaluation system and interstate
comparisons became possible.
Cow ABVs were then introduced
and for the first time there was an
estimation of their genetic merit. Cow
ABVs were used to evaluate potential
young bulls using the parent average
method.
Brian Mayne, said the introduction
of ABVs in the early 1980s gave a
yardstick to make comparisons.
“Previously we weren’t able to
compare what animal A did on farm
A to what animal B did on farm B.
The ABV system sorted them out into
a pretty good order, regardless from
where that had come from.”
The system continues to provide
farmers with valuable information on
the most profitable bulls based on
production merit.
In this era Jack Arnott was responsible
for finding and advancing new
technology for VAB, after moving
from management to the technical
side to review issues involving semen
production and dilution rates.

LALE – Laura Le Speckles was a successful
Holstein imported from the USA by a Breeder
syndicate led By John Condon from Sale, Vic

With the Australian payment system
placing increased emphasis on
protein, it made sense to import
North American genetics to increase
protein production in Australia’s
domestic bulls.
While initial importations proved
successful they were high cost and
results declined with each subsequent
importation. Bulls such as Holsteins
JUDGE and SHOTIME and Jerseys
DILLON, DUNCAN and ASTOUND
proved very popular. In the mid-90s
European bloodlines were added to
the mix.

Dr Jack as he was fondly known
was a pioneer of the industry and
a qualified Veterinarian. He was
instrumental in the establishment of
VAB and the first General Manager of
the co-operative
During the 1980s, VAB went through
a period of sustained growth, starting
with expansion of Parwan Park by an
additional 90 acres in 1981, followed
by the purchase of Parwan Park
South in 1986.
Imported
genetics
played
an
important part in the breeding
program in the early 1990s, with the
first major influx of US and Canadian
Holstein genetics in 1990. Following
the success of the first live bulls (LALE,
QEAR and PENN) imported from
the US by a farmer syndicate, VAB
imported large numbers of bulls from
North America with some success.

Around this time semen also came in
from dairy as well as beef bulls from
the Milk Marketing Board of England
and Wales [MMB]. At the peak of
sales, MMB based two semen sales
representatives in the VAB office.
Canadian semen imports became
available
from
the
Ontario
Association of Animal Breeders in the
early 70s, predating the formation of
Semex Canada.
This relationship continued with the
formation of Semex and sales grew
both to the registered breeder and
also extended to the commercial
with some bulls performing well and
others below par, until 1990 when
Semex decided to set up their own
business in Australia.
A number of highly rated imported
bulls were used in the VAB breeding
program.
Relationships with LIC in New Zealand,
both as a distributor of semen in
Australia and in joint progeny test
programs, also produced mixed
results and the relationship was short
lived. For a short time the co-operative
also worked with Ambreed NZ until its
purchase by Dutch organisation CRV.

SEMEN IMPORTS

In 1986 the first direct importation of
semen from the USA and World-Wide
Sires (WWS) occurred.
SHOTIME – Shoremar Shotime was a popular
Holstein in the mid-nineties.

ADDING INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES

While the co-operative has focused
on developing the best genetics in
Australia, it has also been responsible
for introducing some of the very best
genetics from breeding organisations
around the world.
From the very early days of VAB, bulls
from New Zealand stood in the AB
proven team.

VAB was awarded the distribution
rights and well-known industry
identities Daryl Brown and Brian
Leslie from Brown & Leslie at the time
were involved in bull selection and
marketing of the US product.
Balancing both Canadian and US
semen in the one organisation was
challenging and both organisations
ceased their relationship in 1990
as their demands grew to increase
product sales. The relationship
with WWS has been renewed and
today parts of the WWS production
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range are available through the cooperative.
Around this time VAB hosted the first
delegation of semen resellers from
across Australia on a study tour to
visit US breeding organisations, led by
VAB marketing manager Alan Morton
and farm manager Reg Stapleton.
The balance of protein and fat and
lower milk volume made product
from The Netherlands appealing, and
from the mid-1990s semen was sold
from Holland Genetics [now CRV].
This relationship broadened into a
joint embryo program. It was at this
time the Dutch were at the peak
of their international profile as they
had aggressively infused the best of
the US genetics into their Etazon and
Delta breeding programs.
GA Board in 1994. Back row: Les Collins [Specialist Director], John
Harlock, Noel Campbell, Gordon French, Robert McIntosh.
Front row: Robert Demarchi [Secretary, Finance/Admin, Manager],
Peter Stewart [Chairman], Stewart Peace, Bernie Harford [CEO].

Semen from Germany and Italy was
also introduced by the co-operative
through the association with WWS.
Today all major genetics suppliers
around continue to sell semen in
Australia and it remains one of the
most completive AI markets in the
world.
The co-operative has contributed
to this global access and while it
has at times been challenging to
balance the local versus offshore
sales, there is little doubt the access
to top international genetics and the
increased competition it has created
has strengthened the co-operative
and ensured it had to aggressively
develop local product to remain
competitive.
The quality of product and the
willingness to embrace the best
offshore genetics has helped the cooperative become stronger in the
face of this competition.

Bit-O-Wind Starwar semen was one of the first
US bulls imported to Australia in 1986.
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Launching Genetics Australia

A

t the start of the 1990s VAB
recognised
that
it
was
perceived as a state-based
player in the AI industry, which was
the reality of the organisation and its
culture.
There was a need to change, but
a platform for real change was
required. Putting a cross through the
name VAB and adopting a different
name would not work.
The opportunity arose through
negotiations with the Queensland
Government for VAB to merge
the genetic assets of Wacol AB
Centre. The NSW Government
had also divested it interests in the
Graham Park AI facility at Berry
and with the support of both state
dairy farm organisations, all parties
recognised that there had to be
more to it and agreements were
reached in 1994 for the transition
of VAB to a national organisation,
including a commitment for board
representation from states other
than Victoria.
The result was not just a name change
to Genetics Australia or wider board
representation but a real opportunity
for the co-operative to see itself as a
national organisation. The change
was endorsed by the dairy industry,

and a real transformation in internal
culture had begun.
“We started to see ourselves as an
organisation with a national reach
and a national responsibility,” CEO
at the time Bernie Harford said.
“That had ramifications for our culture
and the way we did things and for
the way in which we were perceived
by others. It was an important
change and it worked well.”
Originally the new organisation was
going to be known as Australian
Genetics, but at the last moment
Board member Les Collins suggested
swapping the words.
“We took it to the Board as a last
opportunity to make any changes
and Les said he thought Australian
Genetics was a bit clumsy, but
Genetics Australia sounds pretty
good,” Bernie said. “We all said why
didn’t you think of that before.”
While it wasn’t initially planned that
way, the name had been kept
under wraps and when Genetics
Australia was revealed it was well
received.
“The name says pretty concisely
what we were and what we were
going to do,” Bernie said.

Staying at the forefront
of genetic improvement

A

t the beginning of the 1990s
the Board of VAB and then
incoming
Chief
Executive
Bernie Harford recognised a number
of key strategic objectives, including:
•

the need for the co-operative’s
breeding program to respond
to an increasingly competitive
market, driven by growing
availability of imported semen
accompanied by a changing
customer demand for genetics
based on higher milk protein and
type.

•

The perception of VAB as a state
-based organisation.

•

A perception of the co-operative
as conservative in a broad sense,
including customer relationships,
technology and breeding.

The co-operative had a history of
consistently producing bulls at the
top of the ratings of bulls proven
for Australian conditions through

its industry-leading progeny test
program. The bulls produced, and the
competitive impact of the program,
had been an effective driver of
genetic progress for the Australian
dairy herd.
The end of the 1980s saw the
introduction of North American
genetics to Australia as a result of
relaxed quarantine restrictions. The
imported genetics offered higher
protein and the prospect of improved
“type”, particularly for udder traits.
GA took action by participating in
the rapid introduction of the new
genetics through live bull imports in
partnerships with industry players.
More importantly, GA responded
by refocusing breeding objectives
for selection of bulls for progeny
testing to target the traits required
by farmers to meet changing market
demand. The co-operative later
introduced a “Component Index” of
breeding values reflecting the value

Bernie Harford, GA CEO from 1990 to 2006

of milk components for Australian
conditions, later adopted by the
wider dairy industry, and providing
a sensible base for profit-driven
breeding progress.
The co-operative’s breeding program
became more breeder focused,
working with leading breeders to
produce bulls, bred using the most
promising overseas genetics and
utilising the latest embryo transfer
technologies, including some directly
imported embryos.
Later, based on the opportunity of its
own herd of embryo recipient cows
and now developed skills in embryo
transfer technology, GA was able
to import embryos directly from the
best overseas sources available.
This capacity led to a partnership
with Holland Genetics, a leading
global supplier and leader in genetic
improvement, to import jointly
selected embryos for implantation in
GA’s recipient herd. This partnership,
known as the “Eureka” program,
produced elite bulls for progeny
testing as well as females that were
highly sought after by breeders for
their own breeding, and which also
produced subsequent generations of
young bulls for progeny testing.

John Owens, Sheri Martin and Peter Thurn with ET heifers sold at the first Eureka Sale in 1996

The co-operative’s response to the
competitive environment of the
late 1980s and early 1990s and the
accompanying changing consumer
demand, meant that GA was able to
retain its ability to produce bulls at the
top of the Australian Breeding Value
rankings as competitively as it had at
the start of the era, and continued
to use its position and initiatives in
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breeding to influence and
drive breeding progress for
Australia.
Following the merger and
national launch, Genetics
Australia continued developing the progeny test program
of all major dairy cattle
breeds.
Top Australian bull lists
were now dominated by
Australian proven bulls and
GA continues to achieve
outstanding success.
INFORMER – Hill Valley Basar Acme
with Breeder Roger Perrett from Kongwak, Vic

In the late 1990s, domestic bulls
were proving competitive
with the best offshore bulls.
Australian breeders rose to
the challenge, combining
the best imported and local
sires with strong performing
Australian cow families to
produce bulls that are best
suited to our Australian dairy
system.
Bulls such as WINLUKE,
ALLORA,
DONANTE
and
INFORMER
are
great
examples of what our
Australian breeding program
could produce.

WINLUKE – Strathaire Southwind Winluke
and Breeder Ray Kennedy of Sale, Vic

RAMESES 2
Australia’s first
cloned Holstein bull.
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NEW CENTURY;
NEW GROWTH

As GA approached the end
of the century it continued to
look to the future.
In
1998
it
expanded
with purchase of a new
485 hectare property at
Birregurra and into the 21st
century it continued a period
of
sustained
expansion,
merging with or acquiring
a number of retail service
organisations such as Herd
Improvers Australia (2000),
Timboon Herd Improvement
(2003) and Western Herd
Improvement (2005). These
significantly added to the
Co-operative’s
ability
to
directly service members.
In the 2000s GA was keen to
invest in newer reproduction
technology
rather
than
simply relying on artificial
insemination which had been
around for half a century.

In 2008 it became the first
company in the world to
use genomic technology to
select bulls.
Around this time it was also
involved
in
partnerships
that led to the cloning
of Australia’s first bull. In
conjunction with research,
partners particularly Monash
and Melbourne University,
GA initiated a program
to
develop
cloning
technologies. The program
led to the formation of a
broader
industry-based
Dairy Co-operative Research
Centre (CRC). As part of the
program GA established a
large embryo recipient herd
and IVF laboratory at its
Parwan Park facility.
There were some significant
achievements;
including
Australia’s first cloned bulls
and elite female clones
and
females
produced
from elite juvenile females
through
IVF.
Although
these achievements are
notable, problems with the
technology
and
market
acceptance
meant
the
commercial objectives could
not be achieved.
There were spin-offs from
the program including the
establishment of an embryo
recipient herd for commercial
as well as research use. More
than that, the engagement
of GA in these technologies,
and with the industry and first
Dairy CRC, led to it playing
key role in the development
of genomic breeding values.

MERCHANDISE ADDS TO THE
MIX

In addition to genetics, the
co-operative has for many
years offered an elite range of
herd improvement products.
MVE storage containers are
highly regarded worldwide
and have been the product
of choice from the cooperative, as have IMV
France
products
where
AI consumables such as
gloves and sheaths as well

left: Fred Bowman - Latin America Business Manager. middle: South African distributers from CRV Xseed photographed on a study tour to Australia. right:
Estrotect Heat Detector has been a popular introduction to the GA Merchandise range. Boyd Dingus from Rockway Inc has been working with GA since 2003.

as laboratory equipment were
purchased. CIDRs and heat detection
aids have also been a core part of the
product offering. A long association
with ESTROTECT [formerly Estrus Alert]
and FiL tail paint has stood the test of
time, with both products regarded as
the best available.

EXPORT GROWTH

The co-operative has for many years
exported semen from a number of
bulls. In recent years the Board has
identified exports as a key strategy
for growth and more investment has
been made and has become more
of a ‘proactive’ genetics exporter.

Zealand is creating a great deal
of opportunity. Sales have been
increasing steadily for the past three
years and the performance of more
and more daughters will only see
demand grow.
In an exciting development the
purchase in April 2018 of private
breeding
organisation
Genetic
Enterprises based at Cambridge in
New Zealand’s North Island gives
the co-operative the opportunity to
expand the products available to
New Zealand dairy producers.
The appointment of Fred Bowman, a
Latin America business manager has

opened the market in this vast region.
Seen as a bit of a dumping ground
for genetics from many countries, the
first daughters of a number of top
Australian bulls are being noticed and
distributors are gaining confidence
on a daily basis in the performance
of Australia genetics.
Developing beef genetics is also
a strategic direction set for the
co-operative and local sales are
growing. More demand in export
markets will see exports create
greater
opportunities
to
grow
demand for Australian genetics and
help Australia to become a greater
exporter of top Australian genetics.

For the best part of the 60-year history
Australia has been a net importer
of genetics and with the volatility
of the local market it is timely the
co-operative has increased
its
investment into the international
market. Displays at the past three
China Dairy Expos as part of an
Austrade delegation are beginning
to bear fruit and a distributor has now
been appointed in this large market
and shipments have started.
South Africa has been a key market
for a number of years with excellent
product performance contributing
to ongoing sales. It has only recently
been overtaken by China as the key
market for Australian genetics.
With more than 4.8 million dairy
cows, a changing dairy industry and
its close proximity to Australia, New

In January 2018 an agreement with Chinese based company Juxin Technology has made China a key
market for Australian genetics.
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OUR FOUNDER

A Founder’s
Recollections
John Peach at the 50 year
reunion in 2008

One of the founders of VAB was John Peach. Back in the late 50s John and a group
of passionate dairy farmers relentlessly pursued their goal of establishing an artificial
insemination industry in the state.

A

trained veterinarian who opted
for dairy farming “because I
couldn’t afford a sheep farm”,
John was a leading protagonist in
pushing the Victorian Government of
the time to recognise the value of the
new technology.
This determined group had already
introduced deep frozen ampoule
semen supplies at the Victorian
government’s Werribee research
facility.
It wasn’t long before John and a
few of his fellow dairymen began
badgering the government to do
more to help the state’s fledgling
artificial breeding industry.
“The government was not into running
private enterprise to sell bull semen,
so the industry had to do something
about it,” John said in an interview for
Genetics Australia’s 50th anniversary.

Ignoring recommendations from the
then Agriculture Minister for a board
of investigation, John and dairy
farmers like Harold Chamberlain
(Leongatha) and Murray Noble
(Maffra) pursued opportunities under
the new Victoria Co-operation Act of
1958.
“There was a real push for a formal
association, and in February, 1958,
we had the first complete meeting
where Murray Noble was elected
president,” John said.
“Jack Gardiner, Jock Reid, Harold and
I were elected onto the committee
and Harold became the co-op’s first
executive officer.”
The new co-operative got off to a
colourful start.
“We basically hijacked a field day
at Jack Gardiner’s place,” John
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recalled.
“We
advertised
and
promoted that we wanted a meeting
to form a co-operative for artificial
breeding.”
They got the timing right. Attendees
voted to form a co-operative, called
the Victorian Artificial Breeders Cooperative, to take artificial breeding
out of government hands.
“We felt this was going
to be something big.
I’d been over to New
Zealand and seen that
things were moving
along there,” John said.
“We now had the
technology to deep
freeze the semen in
dry ice. Although the
government had the
place at Werribee, the
next phase was to find
our own property.”

a famous bookmaker of the time
and later inductee in the Australian
Racing Hall of Fame.
“We had a big shareholder push
at that time, at two Shillings in the
Pound,” John said. “There was a 10
pound limit which meant 100 shares.
“Seven

insemination
centres
had
already
been
operating, and that’s
where we got the
support from,” John
said.
The co-op went from
strength-to
strength,
with
new
centres
opening
across
Victorian dairy regions.
“We approached all
the butter factories and
went to all the shows
around the state.

John Peach was on the first VAB
By our third year of
John made a “spur
Board in 1959.
operation
we
had
of
the
moment”
made a profit.”
move at the co-op’s
presentation to the Minister when he
In 1961 Victorian Artificial Breeders
asked for a 20,000 pound start-up
began producing semen at Bacchus
budget (10,000 pounds more than
Marsh.
the co-op had agreed to seek).
“We had a big opening at Bacchus
The Minister agreed.
Marsh in 1962 and by 1964 Victorian
“When we first started the Werribee Artificial Breeders was pretty well a
bull farm was producing on behalf good commercial proposition.”
of the Victorian Department of
A major technological step was
Agriculture,” John explained.
introduced in 1965 when liquid
“In 1959 we took over the staff nitrogen was first used commercially
there and bought the bulls from for storing semen.
the government. We had great coJohn and his family moved to
operation from everyone involved
Queensland in the late 1960s where
and appointed Dr. Jack Arnott to
he started an electronics and
head it up,” he said.
TV business in Noosa. Now in his
In 1959 the co-op bought Parwan eighties John lives in Yeppoon, Qld
Park at Bacchus Marsh for 90,000 and maintains an interest in the copounds from the estate of Sol Green, operative.

Banking on success
Brian Mayne had been working in
a bank when he was approached
in 1960 to join the fledgling VAB.

“I

t was a big learning curve but it
wasn’t new to me,” he said. “I
was recruited for the office side
because I’d worked with the National
Bank but I was more interested in the
breeding side of it.”
Brian was promoted through the
ranks to commercial manager and
later CEO and spent 30 years with
VAB before leaving in 1990.
In the early years, Brian would handle
the financial matters at Bacchus
Marsh but the invoicing and payments
were done by a Melbourne-based
company.
He was later responsible for all of the
bull buying and for organising the
progeny test program for young bulls
and then became CEO in 1978.
“There was nothing really when I
started: a building with office facilities
and a board room and the semen
was stored there and shipped
from there. Parwan Park was just a
paddock with a hay shed. It was built
from the ground up.”

VAB quiet
achievers

decades
with
The co-operative and
the
cooperative,
the still relatively new
but
no
particular
AI technology was
advancement
or
heavily
promoted
event stands out for
by Board members
Brian.
but
some
farmers
were sceptical about
“Meeting expectations
the relatively new
was where I got my
technology.
“They
satisfaction,” he said.
just tipped their toe
in the water until
“You’d
see
an
they could see real
excellent cow and I’d
benefits. Once there
get a lot of satisfaction
was
a
reasonably
knowing I had helped
large percentage of
to plan that.”
artificially bred cows
included in standard Brian Mayne spend 30 years with the The job also took Brian
cooperative .
herd tests and those
to many parts of the
figures were published
world, especially when
and farmers could see with their he was involved in the introduction of
own eyes the quality of the calves – imported semen to VAB.
which was generally better than from
buying a bull – they changed their He left in 1990 to become selfemployed.
minds.”
“Now there would be hardly any
farms not using AI.”
During his time as CEO, 1978-1900,
VAB’s assets grew from just over $1
million to almost $5.5 million.
There were huge technological
advancements during his three

“VAB obtained vacuum insulated
semen containers – stainless steel vats
– from a company in the United States
Minnesota Valley Engineering [MVE]
and I started selling their products in
Australia,” Brian said. His son Craig
now sells for the company.
Brian is now aged 82 and still living in
Bacchus Marsh with his wife Margaret.

Five VAB staff when were instrumental in the development of the cooperative and
pioneers in the development of artificial breeding in Australia and were photographed
below at their 25 year service presentation in 1988.
(L-R) Dr Jack Arnott, Senior Scientific Officer, commenced in
May 1961as General Manager following a career as a veterinary
officer for the Department of Aquiculture and AI research officer
at the State Research Farm at Werribee, Vic.
Brian Mayne, CEO, commenced November 1960 as the first full
time employee of VAB. He held office and commercial manager
positions and was appointed CEO in 1978.
Vic Blobel, started in May 1962 as farm hand and held a variety
of positions from farm supervisor, purchasing officer and was
a key in the design of bull yarding, buildings and other bull
handling enclosures.
Peter Prime, commenced in May 1961 as laboratory supervisor
and production manager. Peter’s role in semen evaluation and
research was a key to ensure the quality of the semen produced at
VAB was first class.
Reg Stapleton commenced with VAB in December 1961. He
became an experience livestock handler and was also involved
in semen collection, laboratory supervisor and became farm
manager. He also developed a custom collection service for beef
breeds taking him to properties by road and air to collect semen
from stud bulls.
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The Evolution of a
Breeding Program
Sourcing the
best genetics for
Australia
Breeding programs are always
evolving. In fact, prior to the
advent of genomics, a change
would often be made to a
breeding program before the last
change had had a chance to
influence the population. Changes
in breeding direction are the
result of several things, including
the opening up of new sources of
genetics, changes to the general
breeding goal and the advent of
new breeding values.
THE EARLY YEARS

F

at was the product and Jersey
was the breed in the early years of
VAB, reflecting the focus on butter
and cheese production at the time.
Whole milk was produced by herds
with milk contracts that were in areas
closer to the city. Among these herds,
Friesian was the breed of choice.
At this time it was possible to import
bulls directly from New Zealand
and these sires can be seen in the

pedigrees of the Jersey and Friesians
of the time. The Friesian population
was a melting pot of New Zealand,
UK, Dutch (via UK), Canadian and
Australian genetics. The New South
Wales Department of Agriculture
imported a small group of Canadian
Holstein Friesian sires in the late 1950s
and one of these, Trailynd Royal Beau,
became extremely influential through
the 1960s because of his ability to sire
sons with high fat production. At the
same time, the Jersey sires Surrey
Prestige and Dundee Dandy laid
a platform for the Jersey breed for
many years to come.

THE 1970S

With emphasis still strongly on
fat production, the 1970s saw a
continuation of the use of a diverse
mix of genetics. Two popular Holstein
Friesian sires of the time were Cam
View Sovereign (NZ sire and MGS)
and Clinell Raelene Magic (UK sire
and Australian MGS).
CRIC produced and sold more semen
than any other bull in the history of
VAB / Genetics Australia. His maternal
pedigree was deeply influenced by
the Glenjoy herd, the same herd that
produced Glenjoy Griffland Randy –
GLIF. Whilst CRIC sold more semen, the
popularity of GLIF amongst farmers

Born in 1955, the
Canadian import,
Trailynd Royal Beau was
a sire whose impact
would be felt for the next
two decades. His sons at
VAB were noted for siring
cows with high fat test
and strong will to milk.
Engsta Royal Beau – EB,
Homebush Royal Beau –
HOM, Blossom Park Royal
Beau and Blossom Park
Royal Beau 13 – BK13 were amazingly successful sires in the 1960s and
early 1970s. EB was also a carrier of the red factor.
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was unsurpassed at the time. Both
GLIF and CRIC share some common
genetics on the maternal side of the
pedigree (Glenjoy Raelene family).
GLIF was sired by Griffland Citation
Prince who was imported into the UK
from Canada. Citation Prince was a
grandson of the great ABC Relection
Sovereign. Carmar Citation Mark
was another important Griffland son
and was the first bull at VAB to be
classified Excellent by the Holstein
Friesian classifiers.
Another UK based Canadian import
to make his mark in the Holstein
Friesian population was Linmack Kriss
King. Linmack sired several sons who
returned to service at VAB including
Maxmount Kriss David – MKD and
Montana Downs CX Monarch – MXM.
It would not be for another 10 or
so years before the real impact of
Linmack would be felt through the
use of his daughters as bull mothers.
Wangaruka Joy Achilles – WJA was
a sire noted for breeding balanced
cows and was a real farmer favourite.
A son of Edgeware Wayne Achilles
from a Trailynd Royal Beau dam, WJA
was a protein sire ahead of his time.
A Jersey dynasty of sorts was created
starting with Dundee Dandy back in
the 1960s. His son, Lang Park Spotted
Dan – SPOT was one of the more
popular sires of the 1970s and went
on to sire the legendary Yarravale
Danny Boy – YDB, the most prolific sire
of the Jersey breed whose popularity
remained long after he had passed.

THE SHIFT TO HOLSTEIN FRIESIANS
AND STARLITE AND HIS SONS

In the late 70s and through the 80s
a swing from Jersey to Holstein was
taking place and sires with good milk
flow were well suited to this process,
producing daughters with better fat
and protein yielding potential. The
Roybrook Starlite sons came into their
own at this time. The most notable

VAB Starlite sons were Glenjoy Starlite
Jupiter – GUPI, Murribrook Starlite
Loyalty – MBSL and Quantock Josie
Starlite – QJS.
Following on from Starlite were his sons,
in particular Roybrook Tempo and
Glenafton Enhancer. While Tempo
had some sons return to service, it was
Enhancer who made a huge impact
on the Australian cow at the time with
production not experienced before
coming from cows with outstanding
width and body capacity. This was
continued through several sons.
Murray Pines Enhancer Colyman –
MOLY, Woodside Park Enhancer Mark
– WPEM and Ganook Enhancer Beau
– GAEB were all sires that had long
productive lives, but it was Kenron
Enhancer Joe – KANE who was easily
the most popular Enhancer son. It
was during this time that Linmack Kriss
King also made his impact as many of
the sires of the day, including KANE,
were from Linmack dams.
In the Jersey breed, YDB was still going
strong but was joined by a group

of bulls with a strong kiwi influence.
Oakbrae Noble Monarch – OOBL,
Oakbrae Dictator – OADI, Rosecroft
Master Owl – Rose and later, Green
Pines Dante – GANT were all notable
sires and were all sired by bulls from
New Zealand.

THE PROTEIN ERA AND US IMPORTS

Running parallel to the emergence
of the Enhancer sons, the importation
of genetics from the USA in the form
of live bulls became a reality. The
TPI syndicate was the first to take
advantage of this and selected three
sires, two sons of Round Oak Rag
Apple Elevation and a son of SWD
Valiant. The three bulls were housed
at VAB and underwent progeny
testing. Laura-Le Speckles – LALE was
the Valiant son and Quietcove Elev
Artist – QEAR and Penn-Springs Foster
were the Elevation sons. LALE was
regarded as a great transmitter of
dairy quality and production, QEAR
was the type specialist of the group
and PENN was renowned for his high

NHBR
sires
N

on Herd Book Recorded
sires made an
appearance in the early
‘80s. Two of the advantages of
working outside of the registered
population were the ability to
harness the genetics of new
cow families and a move away
from the dominant bloodlines
of the registered population. A
small number of sires returned
to service from this program,
however they were never as
popular as their registered
counterparts. It was around this
time that both the Holstein and
Jersey breed societies became
more active in their grading
program, providing a pathway
for many commercial herds to
become registered.

Unregistered J444 was a popular unregistered bull in the Jersey breed in 1986

UNREGISTERED J444
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milk flow. For much of their productive
life, semen from these three bulls was
on a weekly allocation to distributors,
based on the number of progeny
test participants they serviced. The
success of these three bulls sparked
a flood of live imports from the USA.
LALE and PENN were ahead of their
time for protein production which
suited the marketplace as fat was
becoming a “dirty word”.

THE SECOND WAVE

John Condon was awarded an Order Of
Australia [Medal [AM] in the Queen’s
Birthday Honours list in 2009 for his services
to the dairy industry.

TPI Syndicate

J

ohn Condon was a breeder
with a vision from Sale in
eastern Victoria. John was
one of the first to recognise
the potential for US genetics to
inject protein into our high fat
Holstein and Jersey populations.
He created the TPI syndicate,
selling shares to breeders who
were paid in semen from the
syndicated bulls. In these early
days, the imported bulls needed
to transit quarantine on the
Cocos Islands. Later shipments
were quarantined at Spotswood,
a Melbourne suburb. The TPI
syndicates continued for many
years and produced some
influential sires such as ELLAY
but they were never to achieve
the perfect strike rate that was
achieved with the first syndicate
comprising of LALE, PENN and
QEAR.
The shift to protein for the Jersey
breed was tackled with the same
strategy as the Holsteins and
that was to look to the north.
Forrest Glen Bass Dillon – DILLON
and Forrest Glen Duncan Barry –
DUNCAN were early imports that
started a breed transformation.
Their high milk flow and dairy
type made them popular among
progressive Jersey Breeders.
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After the success of the initial imports,
a wave of imported sires made their
way to Australia. Sons of Arlinda
Rotate and Bis-May Tradition Cleitus
were followed by To-Mar Blackstar
and Rothrock Tradition Leadman
sons. While the Rotate, Cleitus and
Leadman sons met with moderate
success, it was the Blackstar sons that
made their mark on the Australian
dairy herd. It is probably easier to
list the Blackstar sons that did not
graduate than the ones that did. They
all transmitted their sire’s dairy quality
and well attached udders and it was
in that area that they transformed
the national herd. The 1990s was
definitely the Blackstar era. A pair of
brothers, Shoremar Star of Perfection
– SHORMAR and Shoremar Perfect
Star – SHOTIME made a sizeable
impact. While there were other
Blackstar sons with more modern
pedigrees, these two sires punched
above their weight. SHOTIME was
the most popular of the brothers.
His high testing, beautifully uddered
daughters were an immediate hit
despite having a spirited nature. By
contrast, SHORMAR daughters were
slower maturing and with time he
gained a reputation for his calving
ease and his daughters’ longevity.

having
somewhat
comparable
breeding values in the USA, Leadman
and Blackstar sons performed very
differently in Australia with very few
Leadman sons returning to active
service.
Shortly after the big influx of live
imports, a protocol for the importation
of embryos from the USA became
a reality. This offered a more costeffective method of obtaining US
genetics. Live imports cost about 10
times more than a locally purchased
bull and embryo derived sires cost
about half the price of the live import.
The amalgamation of the WACOL AB
Centre with VAB saw the formation
of Genetics Australia and resulted in
the transfer of the Jersey sire Stonyrun
Sooner Franklin – SOONER to Parwan
Park. He sired tall, dairy Jerseys and
met with immediate popularity.
Following on from SOONER was
Mollybrook Beretta Fabulous –
ASTOUND. ASTOUND was one of the
last Jersey live imports and was one
of a number of successful ET brothers
that entered AI around the world.
ASTOUND has to be regarded as one
of the greatest udder sires of any
breed to be housed at Parwan Park.

RE-IGNITING THE LOCAL
POPULATION

It was at this time that we started
to understand the Genetics by
Environment interaction (GxE). While

While the focus of the early 1990s was
solidly on live imports and embryo
sires, we were still purchasing elite
local young sires. US and Canadian
genetics had been integrated into
our population, adding milk flow
and protein. It was at this time that
Strathaire Southwind Luke – WINLUKE
was purchased. A product of the
Holstein
Association’s
appendix
program, WINLUKE sired cows with
tremendous strength and capacity
and was the signal that we were
no longer totally reliant on North
America for our genetics.

SOONER - Stonyrun Sooner Franklin.

ASTOUND daughter - Broadlin Illusion 2817 EX90

A complete sire, BULLBAR combined
good components with calving ease
and was in production for many
years.

BULLBAR – Glomar Bullbar was a high selling
bull for his all-round ability to leave profitable
daughters.

THE EUREKA PROGRAM

A relationship with Holland Genetics
(now CRV) with the aim to jointly
progeny test sires in both The
Netherlands and Australia spawned
the Eureka Program. Embryos were
sourced from the Dutch Delta
Nucleus Program and were sourced
jointly from donors identified by both
parties in North America and Europe.
These embryos were implanted into
recipients in Australia with the resulting
bulls entering progeny test. The highly
sought after heifers were sold to
breeders via an auction known as
the Eureka Sale. Many of these heifers
appear in the background of today’s
bulls. The last of the 200 odd bulls from
the Eureka Embryo program were
born in 2001.

THE 2000S

The period from 2000 onwards has
seen the Australian cow emerge.
With an understanding of GxE, we
no longer followed the overseas
trends, but used sires from Australia
and abroad whose breeding values
or converted breeding values fitted
the Australian situation. Bulls such as
Singing Brook NB Mascot, whose feet
and legs were a problem in housed
environments,
performed
well
under our pasture-based system. Hill
Valley Mascots Astronaut – ALLORA
proved to be Mascot’s best son and
heralded the coming of the Hill Valley
“A” family, one of Australia’s more
influential cow families. Also from this
family was Hill Valley Don Andante
– DONANTE. A high milk and protein
son of DONOR, DONANTE’s dam was
a SHOTIME daughter and traced
back to the full sister to ALLORA.
However, the bull from this family is
legacy is still being felt today is Hill
Valley Basar Acme – INFORMER. Sired

DELSANTO – Manna Farm Delsanto was a
popular INFORMER son

by the German sire Basar, INFORMER
was again from a SHOTIME daughter,
this time directly from the full sister to
ALLORA.

A Jersey sire that not only made
an impact in Australia but in South
Africa was Beulah Taranak BADGER
– BADGER. This bull did a fantastic
job of following on from ASTOUND
in both countries and his ability to
breed deep bodied wide chested
daughters made him an ideal choice
to combine with the finer, more dairy
like North American bred cows.

THE GENOMIC ERA

For a variety of reasons, not all bulls
are alive when their progeny test
results are received. One such bull
was Carenda Fabulon – FABULON.
FABULON died of unknown causes
at about three years of age. As was
our standard practice, a small stock
of semen was retained in the event
of a bull’s early death. This semen
was distributed to breeders who
used it in embryo transfer programs.
This yielded a number of successful
bulls including Manna Farm Decoy –
WILLCOY and Bushlea Waves Fabulon
– ORANA, whose dam is a member
of one of the families introduced
through the Eureka program.

Genetics Australia was at the
forefront of the creation of genomic
technology in Australia through its
collaboration with the Victorian
Department of Agriculture’s research
group and the Cooperative Research
Centre for Innovative Dairy Products.
At the core of this research was the
vast bank of archived semen held
by Genetics Australia. Almost every
bull that underwent progeny testing
had a small amount of semen stored
under liquid nitrogen. This semen was
donated to both research groups and
used to create the initial reference
population of genotypes on which
the technology was based. In return,
Genetics Australia received unofficial
breeding values which could be used
as an aid to sire selection.

Glomar Bullbar – BULLBAR was a
sire that left consistent daughters
throughout the country. Sired by the
Dutch bull Laurier, BULLBAR was from
an Etazon Knockout daughter and
was from the Glomar Lucky family.

The first bulls to be marketed using this
technology were sons of INFORMER.
Among this group of bulls were
Manna Farm Del Santo – DELSANTO
and Bundalong Marks Medallion –
MEDALLION. Like their sire, both bulls

Farmer
FAVOURITE

JUDGE - Caernarvon Cleitus Judge.

If ever there was a bull that could
be called a farmer favourite, it
was JUDGE - Caernarvon Cleitus
Judge. This Cleitus son from a
Rotate dam was a prolific semen
producer and sire of cows that
had a fantastic balance of type,
production and workability.
Not only was JUDGE a farmer
favourite, he was a favourite of
the farm staff and to date is the
only bull buried on Parwan Park.
The legacy of JUDGE’s cow family
is still being felt today through
sires such as WRANGLER and
GEEMCEE.
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MEDALLION is one of the world’s best for
mammary improvement.

ATLEY - Kaarmona Atley was a popular genomic
bull and now has in excess of 1,000 daughter
milking and remain popular.

MAEBULL – Calister Maebull is Australia
highest standing BPI bull in April 2018.

left cows with outstanding capacity
and width combined with superior
production.

12 year old bull, he still rates amongst
the best of the breed for udders – an
amazing feat.

MEDALLION will go down as one of
the greatest sires in the history of the
Co-operative. He is the modern day
version of JUDGE and is a clear farmer
favourite. Siring cows with average
stature, and great dairy frames, it is
the udders that farmers admire most
about MEDALLION daughters. As a

Kaarmona Valerian - VALERIAN is a
modern-day Jersey sire whose impact
will be felt for some time through
his sons and daughters. A great
combination of North American, New
Zealand and Australian genetics,
he exemplified the philosophy of
sourcing the best from wherever in the

world. His daughters displayed great
length of body with neat udders and
is regarded as one of the best fertility
sires of his era. His most notable son
was Colnarco Navarian – NAVARIAN,
a high protein transmitting sire noted
for his daughter’s quality udders.

TODAY’S STARS

To be a sire of note in today’s world,
you need to have a complete profile
which is increasingly difficult as more
and more traits are added to the
analysis.
Kaarmona Atley – ATLEY is a sire that
was identified through genomics
as being a superior type and milk
sire and with almost 1000 daughters
he is regarded as one of the
breed’s best for these traits. Hindlee
Goldwyn Omanroyal – ROYALMAN
is a complete modern sire with a
balanced overall proof and strong
ratings for important modern traits
such as fertility.
Rengaw Manoman Wrangler –
WRANGLER and Rengaw Manoman
Hummer – GEEMCEE are full brothers
from the same family that produced
the great JUDGE 30 years ago.
Calister Maebull – MAEBULL continues
the philosophy of sourcing bulls from
anywhere in the world, provided they
meet the needs of Australian farmers.
The result of an imported embryo from
the USA, MAEBULL excels for survival,
cell count, fertility and the newly
introduced trait heat tolerance.
Combined with solid production and
type, MAEBULL exemplifies the type
of bull demanded by the dairyfarmer
of today.

Farmer favourite MEDALLION – Bundalong Marks Medallion .
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Wacol AB and VAB merge
Genetics Australia was
launched in 1994 from
the merger of VAB
and Wacol AB, which
had been established
by the Queensland
Department of Primary
Industries several years
earlier.

F

ormer Wacol employee John Harle,
who to this day remains part of GA, says
the government had changed and
wanted to move on from its involvement in
the centre.
“It was started by the Queensland
Government to encourage AB and to
provide a service to dairy farmers when
there wasn’t private enterprise like there is
today,” John said. “It was in an era with a
far bigger dairy industry than it is today.”
In the early 1990s, the change of
government resulted in a change of
direction. The Wacol centre wasn’t making
money and while it was supported by the
National Party, the new ALP government
was less interested in the operation. At the
same time the dairy industry was getting
smaller.

Former ADFF and QDO
President Pat Rowley was a key
figure in the merger of WACOL
AB and GA.

The DPI had been involved since 1962.
Wacol started with progeny testing Jersey
and Illawarra bulls and expanded to
Holsteins before stopping Jersey testing,
reflecting changes in demand for different
breeds. John was later instrumental in
introducing Australian Red testing from
Wacol.
Wacol Sire Analyst Gary Legg and Progeny
Test Coordinator Glennys Barram joined
Genetics Australia from Wacol. Around 200
Holstein bulls were also moved to Victoria

and a property was leased and developed
at Myrniong, about 15 minutes west of
Bacchus Marsh.
ADFF and QDO President and Chairman
of ADHIS Pat Rowley was instrumental in
the Wacol VAB Merger and urged all dairy
farmers across Australia to join Genetics
Australia. The formation of Genetics
Australia also changed the structure of the
cooperative Board and after consultation
with ADFF, QDO nominated Numinbah
Valley dairy Famer Gordon French to the
Board while NSW Dairy Farmers Association
nominated Berry dairy farmer and breeder
Rob McIntosh to the Board.
The new appointments were possible after
shareholders agreed to appoint a Director
from Queensland and one from a State
other than Victoria or Queensland. Two
Victorian directors, Noel Russell and Bill
Quinlan stood down from the Board to
allow for the new positions.
GA Chairman Peter Stewart said the
appointments were a demonstration of
the commitment by the cooperative to
participate in establishing a truly national
organisation with an absolute commitment
to dairy farmers across Australia. He
also acknowledged the support of the.
Queensland Government and the ADFF in
establishing Genetics Australia.

Gordon French.

Rob McIntosh.

WACOL staff who transitioned to GA are photographed with Pat Rowley QDO President [2nd from left] were
John Harle, Red Breeds specialist, Glennys Barram PT Coordinator and Gary Legg Sire Analyst.
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Breeding Goals and
Payment Systems
A commercial breeding program
needs to have a goal that is
relevant to the end user. Over
time, the needs of the Australian
dairyfarmer have changed as
the uses for their end product
have changed as the complexity
of farming has increased. As a
consequence, our breeding goal
has changed to reflect this.
1960s and 70s The 1960s and 70s were
the butterfat era. While some herds
with milk contracts produced milk for
bottling, the focus for most farms was
the production of butterfat. It was
not until the mid-70s that the protein

content of milk was measured and
as a result breeding values could be
calculated.
1980s When ABVs were introduced,
the lists produced were top milk bulls
and top fat bulls. Protein breeding
values were not available for all bulls.
However, the momentum around
protein was growing at this time
and by 1987 most bulls had protein
breeding
values
and
ADHIS
introduced a fat plus protein index.
Even with fat plus protein as our
national breeding objective, there
was significant part of the population
selecting solely on protein.

1990s With a strong emphasis of
protein selecting and improvements
in nutrition, especially an increase in
the amount of concentrate fed, milk
factories were expressing concern
about the decline in fat and protein
percentages in the milk they were
receiving. In 1995, trying to stay ahead
of the game and in consultation with
the milk factories, GA introduced the
Component Index.
The aim of the Component Index
was to put positive weighting on
protein and fat, but at the same
time, slow the rate of genetic gain for
milk, thus increasing fat and protein
percentages. The initial Component
Index formula was:
4 x Protein kgs ABV + 1 x fat kgs
ABV– 0.05 x milk ABV
In 1997, ADHIS adopted a similar
index to the Component Index and
called it the Australian Selection
Index or ASI.

Image: Component Index was introduced by GA in 1995 and explained in the Genetics Australia Magazine
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time as new traits such as cell count
and daughter fertility were created
they were added to the APR.

TODAY

BPI, HWI and TWI were developed following widespread industry consultation in 2015

April 2015 saw the introduction of three
new breeding indices that replaced
the APR. The new indices are backed
by strong science and in line with the
farmer trait preferences. Under the
guidance of an industry task force,
the National Breeding Objective was
reviewed and indices developed. The
APR was replaced by the Balanced
Performance Index (BPI). This is an
economic index that achieves
overall profit and is in line with farmer
preferences. In recognising different
breeding philosophies, two additional
indices were introduced; the Health
Weighted Index (HWI) and Type
Weighted Index (TWI). The additional
two indices give farmers an option
to place more emphasis on either
type or health without significantly
compromising on profitability.

The 2000s Around the world,
total merit indexes were gaining
momentum and popularity. These
indexes reflected the complex
nature of farming and in many cases
acknowledged that there was more
to making a profit than production.
Traits like survival, workability and type

also had a contribution to the bottom
line of a dairy farm and needed to
be included in a balanced breeding
goal. The Australian Profit Ranking
(APR) was introduced in 2001. This
was the first attempt to capture the
contributions of traits other than
production to farm profitability. Over

Female Trendsetter

“I did a lot of travel
with confidence and
assessing cattle and
significant development
doing herd evaluations
in the production of
and
photographing
data so the information
cattle for catalogues, a
received
by
farmers
lot of stuff that was done
is more reliable and
in house then.”
accurate,” she said.
“I owe a great deal to
The
Biddulphs
are
Laurie Wells, VAB cow
members of the Progeny
evaluator at the time
Test program and almost
as his knowledge and
exclusively use Genetics
memory for dairy cows
Australia
home-grown
was without equal and
bulls for their Holstein
Jacqui Biddulph [Larbey]
he was willing to share his
herd.
photographed in 1983.
knowledge with me and
“I’m a big believer in
this made my job so much easier’.
using Australian-bred bulls that are
She was in the role for five years proven in Australia,” Jacqui said. “I
before marrying Bob and moving think Australian genetics are very
overseas, later returning to work in good financial value and we need to
northern Victoria and then moving to breed animals here that are suited to
Western Australia.
Australian conditions and our varied
Jacqui started the year ABVs were climates.
introduced. “It was a very exciting “Ultimately for Australian farmers we
time because things like the ABVs need cattle that have good capacity,
were new and really good Australian have good legs and feet so they can
bulls were coming through the walk long distances to the dairy,
system,” she said.
decent udders and large muzzles so
She witnessed many impressive they can graze and of course milking
developments.
“The
biggest speed and temperament are always
changes were in the development a priority especially as herds have got
of genetic evaluations so you can larger”
truly compare bulls on equal footing, Todays AI industry employs many
the
improvement
in
daughter capable females who can thank
evaluations so farmers could buy Jacqui for paving their way.

In 1983 Jacqui Biddulph became
the first female field representative
for VAB and one of the first in the
then male dominated AI industry; 35
years later she remains a staunch
supporter of Genetics Australia and
the Australian breeding system.

N

ow running a dairy farm
at Cowaramup in Western
Australia with her husband Bob,
Jacqui (nee Larbey) is proud to have
paved the way for women in the
field, especially at a time of great
advancement in the industry.
“Having a female rep was challenging
for some people in the industry at
the time but farmers never had a
problem with it; they accept you for
who you are as long as you respect
their knowledge and you know what
you’re on about,” Jacqui said. “The
farmers were welcoming and had
a genuine interest in breeding cows
that were functional and a pleasure
to milk.”
Although city born, Jacqui had
studied agricultural science when
she was appointed Western Victoria
rep for VAB.
Originally based in
Warrnambool, she later moved to
Bacchus Marsh and worked further
afield.
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Breeding Value Advancements
through the years
Breeding values have come a long way since the inception of VAB/
Genetics Australia. Advances in computing power has allowed thinking
in this space to flourish to the point with genomics we process hundreds
of thousands of genotypes each with 20 to 50 thousand data points to
create a breeding value with far greater accuracy than the geneticists
of the 1960s could have ever imagined. VAB/GA have embraced these
advancements as they have emerged to help .
EXPECTANCY FIGURES
In the 1960s breeding values were
only available for production traits.
They were calculated by the Herd Test
branch of the Victorian Department
of Agriculture. The “difference from
expectancy” figure referred to simply
as expectancy figure, was the tool for
ranking bulls. A matrix of two-year-old
production expectations was created
based on the mature cow averages.
A deviation from the expected herd
average was then calculated. For

example, if the production of a twoyear-old was 220 lbs of fat and the
herd production was 200 lbs, then
the expectancy figure would be +20
lbs. Official surveys would only be
performed on bulls with 10 or more
daughters.
The expectancy figure was then
adjusted for the number of daughters
a bull had in his survey. The lower the
number of daughters, the greater the
adjustment and vice versa.

RELATIVE BREEDING VALUES – RBVS

From 1974 until 1983, in Victoria the
genetic merit of dairy bulls for milk,
butterfat and protein was based
on a measure called the Relative
Breeding Value – RBV. The RBV was
expressed from a base of 100 which
represented the average bull that
received an RBV in 1974. A bull
with an RBV of 110 for butterfat
was genetically 10% better than a
bull of 100. There were six key steps in
the calculation of an RBV. They were:
1. The calculation of average
daughter and contemporary
performance in each herd
in which the sire has milking
daughters
is
performed.
A
contemporary is a cow milking in
the same herd, of similar breed,
with the same age at calving and
calving in the same season.

WJA – Wangaruka Joy Achilles catalogue page from 1980 showing his RBV and star rating for non-production traits
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2. The
production
difference
between the daughters and
contemporary’s is calculated in
each herd.
3. The production difference is
then weighted according to
the number of daughters and
contemporary’s in each herd.
4. A contemporary comparison is
then calculated for the sire.
5. The RBV formula is then applied to
calculate the final RBV for the sire.
6. The RBVs for each lactation of the
sire are then combined to create
the final RBV.

Industry FORESIGHT

RBVs only covered the production
traits. During this time VAB captured
their own data on other traits. These
traits included temperament, ease of
milking and 11 type traits. Bulls were
given a star rating with 1 star being
the lowest and 4 stars being the
highest for the trait.

It was another 19 years before the advent of Australian Dairy Herd
Improvement Scheme (ADHIS) and the nationwide ABV system.

AUSTRALIAN BREEDING VALUES –
ABVS

The ADHIS was formed in 1982 as an
initiative of Australian Dairy Farmers

A conference on artificial breeding involving representatives from
Agriculture Departments and Artificial Breeding Centres from Victoria
(VAB), NSW, South Australia, Queensland, Western Australia and Tasmania
was held in Melbourne in 1964. Amongst the topics discussed were, Bull
Proving Schemes, Selection of Bulls, Interstate Shipment of Semen and
Research and Development.
A key resolution from this conference was “That it be a recommendation
to the Standing Committee that the Technical Sub-Committee on dairy
cattle production be asked to study present methods of herd recording in
relation to A.B. and to bull proving, with a view to providing a basis for an
Australia-wide formula for bull proving”.

(ADF). In 1983 the first production
ABVs were released. VAB held the
top place for milk and fat in both
the Holstein and Jersey breeds.
Wangaruka Rebo was the top Holstein
and Yarravale Danny Boy was the
top Jersey. Unfortunately, Rebo was
deceased when he achieved his
ABV.

From the outset, ground breaking
techniques were used. BLUP (Best
Linear Unbiased Predictor) was
chosen to supersede modified
contemporary comparisons such
as RBVs. In the following year, the
animal model was introduced – a
world first. Initially, ABVs for milk, fat,
fat percentage, protein and protein

YARRAVALE DANNY BOY
(12848)

– Yarravale Danny Boy was the Top Jersey when ABVs were introduced in 1983.
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percentage were released; although
not all bulls had protein breeding
values as protein testing was not
universal at that stage.
The first type ABVs were introduced
in 1986. Initially the raw type data
was supplied by the Holstein Friesian
Association (HFAA), but later on other
breed societies were permitted to
contribute data. Over time breeding
values for other traits such as cell
count and daughter fertility were
added as well as ratings for semen
fertility.

THE GENOMIC ERA AND
DATAGENE

Genomic
technology
has
revolutionised breeding values
around the world. The ability to
estimate the breeding value of an animal soon after birth with the accuracy
of a limited daughter based proof has revolutionised the industry. Genetics
Australia played an important part in establishing these technologies through
its collaboration with research groups. The first official genomic breeding
values (ABVgs) were introduced in 2011 by ADHIS and covered almost all
conventional breeding traits.
Formed in July 2016, DataGene replaced ADHIS and brings together many
‘non-competitive' herd improvement functions under the one umbrella,
including genetics, herd testing, herd recording, data systems and herd test
standards. Genetics Australia was an inaugural member of DataGene and
will continue to support the activities of this world class industry organisation.

The Co-Operative
- a part of Jersey history
The co-operative has had an association with the Jersey breed from
the very beginning. At the official opening of the Parwan Park property
in April 1962, VAB Chairman Sir John Reid addressed some 450 visitors,
including farmers and breeders as well as the Victorian Premier Henry
Bolte and other Government officials.

H

e commented: “Representatives and members of the
great breed societies are here
with us today. May I say to them that
the successful development of this
Co-operative depends very much on
them, for from the registered breeders
have come every one of our bulls. This
relationship must continue and there
is a very strong incentive to them to
go on breeding better and better
animals for the knowledge that their
service is helping the improvement of
the national dairy herd”.
The co-operative continues to have
a fruitful association with the Jersey
breed, breeders, progeny test
members and commercial dairymen
who appreciate all the advantages
the breed offers. The Jersey continues
to make a significant contribution to
the national herd and is also helping
the productive ability of pure bred
Jersey and cross bred cows in many
countries around the world.
While the history of Jerseys in Australia
predates formation of VAB, there is
no doubt development of the breed
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was accelerated by the introduction
of AB and the establishment of
progeny testing Jersey bulls. Jerseys
dominated the early product offering
from the coop in the early 1960s with
over 70 per cent of the bulls on the
semen collection centre Jersey, 20
per cent Friesian and the balance
spread between AIS, Dairy Shorthorn
and Guernsey.
One the most first influential bulls and
the first AB Proven Jersey bull was
Dundee Dandy [DD]. Born in July 1955
and bred by the Stephens Brothers
of Kardella in South Gippsland, the
bull was owned by the Department
of Agriculture but was the first AB
Proven Jersey available from the Cooperative. DD was an exceptional bull
leaving many productive daughters
but his impact was felt for years after
as the co-operative aggressively
would use the best of the proven bulls
to sire the next generation. DD sons
such as SPOT – Lang Park Spotted
Dan and grandsons such as YDB –
Yarravale Danny Boy went on to sire
a significant number of daughters.
The December 2017 ABVs show YDB

as having just short of 20,000 herd
recorded daughters in his production
ABV and likely to have had more
than double this again milking.
The increasing use of AB and the
infusion of New Zealand blood over
the best local bloodlines gave a
productive dairy cow and by the early
1980s bulls such as OOBL- Oakbrae
Noble Monarch, OADI - Oakbrae
Dictator, ROSE – Rosecroft Master
Owl, UNR – Vauclause Daphne Peer
and COM – Macroom Countess Boy
were in widespread use. However,
the breed wanted more volume and
larger size as Friesians - influenced by
the Holstein breed introduced from
Canada and the UK - had become
the breed of choice by many
commercial dairy producers.
By the mid-80s more North American
Jerseys were being used and bulls
such as Meadow Lawn Bright Spot
60D, A-Nine Top Brass and Highland
Duncan Lester were used heavily.
Through cooperation with the TPI
syndicate led by John Condon,
DUNCAN - Glen Duncan Barry Duncan
and DILLON Forest Glen Brass Dillon,
two Jersey bulls were introduced
that went on to have widespread
use. Bulls such as Molly Brook Beretta
Fabulous - ASTOUND and ex Wacol
Jersey SOONER – Stonyrun Sooner

(L-R) DD – Dundee Dandy, the first AB Proven Jersey. SPOT – Lang Park Spotted Dan, top son of Dundee Dandy.
YDB – Yarravale Danny Boy, son of SPOT and grandson of DD

Franklin were to follow as did Danish
Jersey Fyn Lemvig.
The blending of these bloodlines
and use of them to develop the next
generation of proven bulls placed the
co-operative in a strong position to
offer a deep pool of Jersey genetics.
The co-operative and Australian
breeders have used a unique and
diverse mix of global blood lines and
this has developed a unique Jersey
cow.
While a joint progeny test program
with LIC in New Zealand did not
last long, it did produce a bull that
made a positive impact on the local
population. TARANAK – Royal Green
Elmo was sampled in Australian
herds and was well-regarded but it
was through his proven son Beulah
Taranak Badger - BADGER that his
genes became more widespread.
BADGER had a significant impact

not only in Australia but also overseas
and is probably the highest ever
exported Australian Jersey bull.
LARFALOT also had a positive impact
with his daughters’ dairy strength and
udder quality appealing to many in
several countries. TAILBOARD- Nowell
Tarsan, Kaarmona VALERIAN and son
Colnarco NAVARIAN also went on to
have a positive influence in the breed
through daughters or sons.

BADGER – GLOBAL IMPACT SIRE.

Badger daughters have impressed
around the world. The donation by
GA of semen stored for more than
50 years assisted Australian scientists
to be among the first in the world
to develop genomic selection and
allow GA to release a genomic
selected team of bulls.
Today all young Jersey bulls are
screened before purchase based

on their genomic breeding values.
This technology is taking the Jersey
genetics in Australia to a new level
and genetic progress is probably
increasing at a rate that is comparable
to when the co-operative introduced
the concept of progeny testing.
Broadlin AUSSIEGOLD P, Bealah TAHBILK
and Aberdeen Valerian Sandown –
RACEWAY are bulls currently delivering
on their genomic promise and a
current crop of highly rated genomic
bulls such as VALIN - Kings View Valin
4697, BUZZBOX – Broadlin Buzzbox,
ASKN - Brookbora Valentino Askn and
DARTAGNAN - Khao Lak Dartagnan
look set to take the availability of local
bulls to a new level.
The pioneers of our industry
recognised the strengths of the Jersey
cow and we are confident they
would be impressed with the quality
of the Jersey cow today.

left: Leading Jersey export bull BADGER – Beulah Taranak Badger.
right: AUSSIEGOLD – Broadlin Aussiegold P is is helping to grow the international interest in Australian Jerseys
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Meeting the Challenges
of a Changing Environment
Imported genetics challenged this but
VAB strengthened its engagement
with breeders and took innovative
approaches to bull sourcing, ensuring
the best of global genetics was
introduced as quickly as possible.

GA CEO Bernie Harford 1990 – 2016

One of the longest serving CEOs
with 16 years in the job, Bernie
Harford was at the helm when VAB
became Genetics Australia.

B

ernie had spent 27 years in the
Department of Agriculture, 10
years as a dairy extension officer
and then in senior management
roles, before joining VAB in late 1990.

ABV(i)s were even more tangible. The
development of Genescreen as both
a farmer service and as an analytical
and educational tool on genetic
issues was significant.

Attention to engaging customers
and the marketplace with improved
information and education about
the nature of genetics and the role
of the ABV system as the measure
of genetic performance was also
important, Bernie said. The Genetics
Australia magazine was one vehicle
for achieving this.

The merger with Wacol AB gave the
new Genetics Australia a national
focus. It took an active position in
technology development, including
attention to semen production
and quality, bull fertility and
management, the management
of herd reproduction and research
partnerships to pursue cloning
technologies.

GA’s leadership in introducing the first
“Component Index” as a breeding
objective
reflecting
Australian
requirements, and in highlighting the
reality of Genotype by Environment
which later led to the introduction of

More than a decade out of the
job, Bernie, 72, looks back with fond
memories. “It’s a great organisation
with committed staff and a real role
in driving genetic improvement for
the Australian dairy herd,” he said.

“The sourcing of elite young bulls and a robust progeny
test program was always the strength of VAB.”
– Bernie Harford

“I knew the organisation reasonably
well through dairy farmers I’d worked
with and had an understanding of
the technology and its importance to
the dairy industry,” he said.
When he arrived at VAB, the cooperative was already restructuring.
“It was facing an increasingly
competitive environment, and a
sequence of pretty ordinary seasons
hadn’t helped,” he said.
He looks back at many highlights,
including the re-focus of the cooperative’s breeding program.
“The sourcing of elite young bulls and
a robust progeny test program was
always the strength of VAB, enabling
it to consistently produce bulls at the
top of the rankings of bulls proven for
Australian conditions,” he said.
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Checking out the pedigrees of a new group of US live bull imports in the early 1990s were Marketing
Manager Rob Derksen and Bernie Harford

Remaining true
to the founding vision
TREVOR HENRY – Tinamba, Vic
2016 – Current

ROSS GORDON – Cohuna, Vic
2011 – 2015

Anthony Shelly - GA CEO

Sixty years on, Genetics Australia remains farmer owned and true to the vision and
aspirations of those who founded the co-operative in 1958.

T

heir foresight led to improved profitability
for generations of dairy farming families,
with many more to come, Artificial
breeding continues to have an enormous
impact worldwide.
Genetics Australia continues to be at the
forefront of technological developments in
artificial breeding and remains committed to
supporting the profitability of dairy farmers
CEO Anthony Shelly says GA has achieved a
lot over 60 years and looks forward to an even
more challenging and exciting future with
many more milestones and achievements.
“We’re moving more and more into advanced
technologies with the use of genomics and

the sorting and sexing of semen,” Anthony
said. “To maintain our relevance we need
to continue global collaborations and be
at the forefront of all new and emerging
technologies - including those we don’t yet
know about.”
Today Genetics Australia operates from three
properties - Parwan Park, Parwan Park South
and Birregurra - a total of 730 hectares – and
owns a herd of 350 bulls. It is controlled by
a Board of Directors appointed by farmer
shareholders.
After 60 years Genetics Australia’s mission
“Breeding Better Australian Herds” stands
strong.

JOHN HARLOCK – Warrnambool, Vic
1998 – 2006

CHAIRMEN 1959-CURRENT

SIR JOHN REID – Sth Melbourne, Vic
1959 – 1971 & 1974 – 1977

COLIN GARDNER – Longwarry Nth, Vic
2007 – 2010

JACK GARDINER – Werribee, Vic
1972 – 1973 & 1978 – 1982

IAN HAYES – Balintore, Vic
1983 – 1985

NOEL RUSSELL – Tatura, Vic
1986 – 1992

PETER STEWART – Stratford, Vic
1993 – 1997
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The RED Revolu tion
In the late eighties, Federal Illawarra president Bill
Thompson and several other breeders decided
they needed to add new bloodlines to the
Illawarra breed and some were reluctant to use
Red Holstein. He visited several Scandinavian
countries as well as Germany and organised to
bring in semen to Australia.

A

n AB centre was needed to import the semen
and he signed an agreement with Wacol based
in Queensland to market Swedish and Danish
reds on behalf of his company, Ausred. It is believed
Australia was the first country to import Scandinavian
Red semen in a commercial quantity. John Harle,
former Wacol employee and now GAs Red breed
specialist worked closely with Asured to develop sales
for the new bloodlines.
GA took over the marketing, selling and distribution
on behalf of Ausred after the merger with Wacol in
1994.
Bill Thompson together with Pat and Bob Swasbrick
and a group of likeminded breeders formed the Aussie
Red Breed Society. Pat in her role as then Secretary/
Executive Officer of the newly formed organisation
was instrumental in supporting a red progeny test
program.
Surging interest later led to growth in progeny testing
Aussie Reds similar to what was happening with
Holsteins and Jerseys so the reliance on Scandinavian
genetics lessened.
Two herds that have had a long-term influence in
supplying top red genetics is Bosgowan Aussie Reds
who were based at Meningie in South Australia and
Beaulands Aussie Reds owned by the Graham family
at Nowra in New South Wales. Beaulands have
continued to prove high rated bulls with ARBABBOT
the highest Australian bull on BPI following the April
2018 ABV release.
There were a number of successful bulls proven bulls
some that had widespread and international use,
they included:

* ARBBOBDOWN – Loden Bob, and
* ARBBONJOVI – Bosgowan Bon Jovi.
ARBBONJOVI has proven to be a great stayer and
was still on the elite proven team in 2017 and has had
several thousands of straws exported to a number of
countries, including the USA.
The Aussie Red genetics program continues to
produce top sires and their genetic improvement will
continue.
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Main photo: Many Australian
herds have befitted by the
introduction of Scandinavian
Reds and the development of
the Australian Red Breed. This
herd is owned by the Leppin
family in Bena, Victoria.
Inset: ARBABBOTT – Beauland
Abbott Top Australian standing
Australian Red in April 2018
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Bosgowan
influence
Wacol, and later GA, played an
integral role in the development of
modern Australian Reds.

“At the end of the day, farmers
benefitted,” he said. “In those
Scandinavian countries, not only did
they have good production, there
were other type and health traits that
were part of their proofs.”
John is happy with his choices. “It
would have been easy for me to
breed Holsteins – they’re good cows,
but I like the challenge and we
wanted to have an alternative to
Holsteins,” he said.
Bosgowan Bon Jovi was bred by the
Williams family and had an influence
for many years in Australia and
overseas. His dam lived to 14 years of
age and was a very functional and
productive dairy cow.
The Bosgowan herd was purchased
by Mike Green and family from
Waikato Aussie Reds at Mt Schank
in South Australia in 2008 and have
continued to develop the Bosgowan
cows and as well as their own cow
families and continue to supply
young progeny test bulls.

F

ormer South Australian dairy
farmer and Australian Red
breeder (Bosgowan Aussie Reds),
John Williams (pictured above), says
the import of red genetics was a
huge boost to the Australian breed.
John’s grandfather got started in the
1920s when he put Illawarra bulls over
a herd of milking shorthorns.
However, by the 1980s John says
imported semen was needed to
progress Red breeds.

“All this came in through Wacol AB,
later GA, John said. “The people
at Wacol were smart enough to
see the opportunity and
facilitated
importing
the semen. Since
the merger with
GA they have
continued
the
involvement and
development
with Reds.”

“The idea was to breed a better red
cow,” he said. “We were running out
of bloodlines here.”
In 1984 John’s parents were asked to
accompany Bill Thompson to Sweden
and other countries to inspect Red
cows.
“They saw some German Anglers; my
dad said they were some of the best
looking cows he’d ever seen,” John
said.
A syndicate of like-minded breeders
in Australia purchased a bull and its
semen was imported to Australia.
Semen was also introduced from
several of the Scandinavian countries.
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ARBBONJOVI – Bosgowan Bon Jovi has been a popular
bull both in Australia and overseas

Director Roll Call 1959 -2018
A thank you to all the tireless work of all the farmer and specialist Directors who have given a great deal of time away from their
farm and work business to contibute to the succcess of the cooperative over the past 60 years.
Title
Mrs

Name
A

Adams

Location
Wangoom, Vic

From
2006

To
2006

Chairman/Comment

Mr

S

Bennett

Elizabeth Town, Tas

2004

2014

Mr

JN

Black

Terang, Vic

1972

1984

Mr

W

Brown

Tamworth NSW

2010

2015

Mr

N

Campbell

Yannathon, Vic

1993

2000

Mr

L

Chesworth

Tocumwal, NSW

2001

2003

Mr

D

Cochrane

Longreach, NSW

2016

Current

Mr

L

Collins

Port Melbourne, Vic

1991

2008

Mrs

S

Crooke

Gundowring, Vic

2006

2007

Mr

S

Cusack

Nathalia, Vic

2002

2005

Mr

FJ

Davis

Carlton, Vic

2009

2013

Mr

B

Dickson

Terang, Vic

2008

2011

Mr

AJ

Doyle

Wallacedale, Vic

2013

Current

Mr

CL

Drake

Allansford, Vic

2011

2015

Mr

GA

Forsythe

Leongatha, Vic

1959

1983

Mr

G

French

Muminbah Valley, Qld

1994

2005

Mr

JD

Gardiner

Werribee, Vic

1959

1983

Chairman

1972-1973 & 1978 - 1982

Mr

C

Gardner

Longwarry North, Vic

1997

2010

Chairman

2007 - 2010

Mr

R

Gordon

Cohuna, Vic

2007

2016

Chairman

2011 - 2015

Mr

P

Harkin

Timboon, Vic

2003

2003

Mr

RJ

Harlock

Warrnambool, Vic

1991

2006

Chairman

1998 - 2006

Mr

IR

Hayes

Balintore, Vic

1959

1985

Chairman

1983 - 1985

Mr

TW

Henry

Tinamba, Vic

2010

Current

Chairman

2016 - current

Mr

DM

Hoey

Katunga, Vic

2012

2013

Mr

S

Horsburgh

Mount Waverley, Vic

2014

Current

Mr

W

Kampschoer

Cooriemungle, Vic

2007

2010

Mr

J

Karnoe

Malvern East, Vic

2004

2015

Mr

JW

Keck

Fitzroy, Vic

1978

1980

Mr

JW

Keck

Fitzroy, Vic

1984

1990

Mr

TWF

Lawson

Yea, Vic

2015

2015

Mr

BE

Lloyd

Tallygaroopna, Vic

1968

1972

Mr

GD

Loader

Bendigo, Vic

1965

1970

Mr

R

McIntosh

Berry, NSW

1994

2000

Mr

LE

Murdoch

Naring, Vic

1971

1992

Mr

RM

Noble

Maffra, Vic

1959

1974

Mr

SA

Peace

Leitchville, Vic

1984

1997

Mr

JR

Peach

Yeppoon, Qld

1959

1964

Mr

JG

Pekin

Kolora, Vic

2016

Current

Mr

WB

Quinlan

Warrnambool, Vic

1986

1993

Mr

JT

Reid

South Melbourne, Vic

1959

1971

Chairman

1959 - 1971

Mr

JT

Reid

South Melbourne, Vic

1973

1977

Chairman

1974 - 1977
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LOOKING FORWARD
TO THE FUTURE
As we reflect on our history we
thank all who have been part of the
past and those that will continue to
support us into the future.
The commitment, from Board and
staff remains strong and we are as
passionate about developing world
class genetics as were our founders
some 60 years ago.
Our industry can be challenging
but we have shown we have been
up to challenge in the past, and will
continue to do so in the future.
Are you a member of GA? If not call,
freecall 1800 039 047 and see how
you can join us as we embark on
the next phase of our history.

Freecall: 1800 039 047

www.genaust.com.au

